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A series of 10 authentic blues backing/play-along tracks recorded live in the studio without the lead or

solo instruments. Great for jamming  practicing at home with guitar, harmonica, horn, vocal etc. 11 MP3

Songs BLUES: Electric Blues, BLUES: Guitar Blues Details: The Ultimate Blues Jam CD "Volume 1" is a

series of 10 authentic, vintage style blues backing/jam-along tracks (4-5 minutes each) recorded live in

the studio without the lead or solo instruments. This is where you come in; simply insert the Ultimate

Blues Jam cd into your home stereo and have your instrument ready, whether you're a vocalist, guitarist

(for lead or rhythm playing), harmonica, horn or piano player. Beginner or pro, you can use these tracks

to practice and develop your skills with a band - for home practice and/or preparation for a live

performance. It can also make an effective warm-up tool before a gig or an aid to recording/writing your

own music. The Ultimate Blues Jam "Volume 2" CD is also available on my website (MP3 sound samples

on the site). 10 more classic  rockin' blues jam tracks for your jam-along enjoyment! CHECK OUT THE

CD REVIEW FOR "ULTIMATE BLUES JAM" VOL. 2 CD:

bluesharp.org/cgi-bin/viewnews.cgi?category=2&id=1059838386 Here is a CD review from 2003 (By

John Valentyne) Pete Schmidt The Ultimate Blues Jam VOLUME 1 Stone Pillar SPP002 Schmidt is the

excellent guitarist with Dave Rotundo and with Little Bobby  the Jumpstarts and this instructional CD is his

latest project. It is in effect your very own Chicago blues band (guitar, piano, bass, drums) that you can

play along with in the comfort of your home (and presumably at a reasonable hour). Various shuffles,

slow blues and swings are among the ten tracks and you can stop, start or start over whenever you like.
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